RESIDENT CHECKLIST FOR COVID-19

☐ 1. Notify Program Leadership
   a. Program Director- dspain@stanford.edu
   b. Associate Program Director of Wellness- mdua@stanford.edu
   c. General Surgery Residency Office generalsurgeryresidency@stanford.edu

☐ 2. Contact the Site director, Site Coordinator and/or Service Chief resident on your service:
   a. Kaiser - Lucy Kim, M.D.  Lucy.Kim@kp.org
   b. SCVMC- Ron Jou, M.D.  Ron.jou@gmail.com  and Tanya Johnson
       Tanya.Johnson@hhs.sccgov.org
   c. PAVAMC- Sherry Wren, M.D. swren@stanford.edu
   d. LPCH- Matias Bruzoni, MD- MBruzoni@stanfordchildrens.org

☐ 3. Follow the guidelines and review COVID-19 protocol on Scalpel

☐ 4. Use the Occupational Health Telephone Evaluation Center (OHTEC) guidelines on Scalpel

☐ 5. If you are feeling under the weather, please send an email to the Babushka Program
       babuskas@lists.stanford.edu

☐ 6. Review Temporary housing information and application- GME website
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